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1. Introduction

Hearty Fraternal Greetings and good wishes to all the brothers and sisters!

Today, the ascending eleventh moon phase of Capricorn, being a very sublime and highly spiritual day, I shall try to present a very sublime topic to you all. Just try to hold it in your Being. We do not have to do anything more than that! If we can hold this in our Being, it does its own expansion from within and helps permeation of Consciousness.

Working with the Triangles

The ascending eleventh moon phase of Sagittarius, Capricorn and Aquarius – they offer much to persons who are in the path of discipleship. The eleventh moon phase itself is a very important day for every spiritual aspirant. The reason is, on this day, there is a trine between Sun, Moon and ourselves on the Earth and hence a good triangle is
made available by nature itself. Wisdom can be experienced through triangles. The triangular functioning has great importance in nature and whenever there is happening of a natural triangle, as a spiritual student, one should derive maximum benefit on that day. Every triangle, including the triangle of the eleventh moon phase should be made use of.

Time offers certain opportunities for experience, to those who are fit for it. Discipleship is a process of making ourselves fitter and fitter, by tuning up to the time and tuning up to Nature. That is how every eleventh moon phase also offers an opportunity and hence we should profit from it. It means, on that day, we must try to be more in tune with Consciousness and only Consciousness should remain.

When only Consciousness remains, ‘All’ is floating over it. The sound waves are floating upon the Consciousness and then the colour waves are also floating upon it. Colour appears as a product of the interaction between Consciousness and Matter. Whenever consciousness encounters matter, according to the matter, colour manifests. If the matter is gross, we have dull colours and if the matter is subtle, brighter colours manifest. If there is no matter, then, there is only light. That is the subtlest
When one sees only light and nothing else, that means one has reached the state where one can see the etheric form of the Matter. It is in this form, that all high souls keep moving and it is in this ocean of whiteness, the White Island exists and the White Lodge functions, which is called *Vaikunta* in Eastern scriptures.

Master CVV and Sirius

The topic of the morning, “Master CVV and Sirius”, is a topic relevant to the times we are in. The time in which we are, offers us great opportunity to experience Light.
This is because, at the macro level there are certain orientations that are happening, which enable experiencing of greater measure of light by the Planet and by the Planetary Beings. When there is a bigger effort happening around, it enables easier fructification of our efforts. This is such a time, where a little effort from our side enables us to experience light easily. It is possible because the space around the planet is being filled with light by the superior bodies. They are superior to this planet and to this solar system. They are descending to shower more Light on us and hence, this is a wonderful time to just tune up to the experience.

We now learn, what is it that these superior beings of the Cosmos are doing for us.
2. The Triangular Force

There is a triangular force which is guiding this Solar system of which the father is the Great Bear, and the mother is Pleiades. Sirius is seen as the son.

Great Bear is also referred to as the ‘Saptharshi mandala’, Pleiades is referred to as the ‘Krittika Mandala’. Sirius is the son (teacher) that guides this solar system. Thus, we have the Father, the Mother and the Son, who are far superior systems and they have decided to help us out!

It is like a very powerful being who is also very loving, trying to help us out with our petty problems. The three superior beings - they have the power; they have the required intelligence and they have all-encompassing compassion and love. They have decided to work out the evolution of this planet and also the solar system. Thus, evolution is an inevitability on the planet! That is the beauty of the present time, and hence we are now being guided by
this triangle of forces. It is a gift of the time to our solar system! It is not because the solar system has worked it out but because the higher system decided to grace the lower one. It is more of grace of the higher ones than the fitness of the lower ones!

The situation is like the father searching for his children in a jungle, rather than the infants searching for the father. The infants cannot move in a big jungle by themselves. The jungle is self-created by the children called the human beings and it is full of darkness. The jungle is so built by the children of humanity, that it is almost impossible for the Sun rays to pierce through and reach the Earth. The Light of the Soul is disabled to reach the physical, because of the nine ruffians of the personality.

**Step down of energies**
The jungle of darkness is created by humanity, and it is almost impossible for the ones who are caught in the jungle to clear it out. We have spoiled it so much that there is no way for us to come out of it. It is possible, only for the higher-Ones, to descend and clear it!

Only out of compassion towards us, there was a decision taken in the higher circles to help us out! Hence this grand triangle of forces i.e., The Great Bear, the father;
We need to understand that, it is a process of stepping down for them. Just for our sake, they have stepped down, in spite of what little we do for them. Whenever a Son of God steps down to Earth, we just neglect him, and even insult him. Yet, they make one more effort. We must therefore note that they have decided to step down, and consequently we have a new Hope! That which we call as the New Age and that which we call Satya Yuga, have all become possible because the higher ones have decided to step down and help us out!

**Sirius – Dakshina - South**

The Sun of the Sirius system, in his movement, found an orientation towards the Sun of our solar system. As a consequence of such orientation, our Sun has become an electron to the nucleus, the nucleus being the Sun of the Sirius system.

It is as if, just by chance the Sun of the Sirius system looked at our Sun! It is like a grand being looking at an ant!

Sirius system is full of compassion. In Sanskrit, the word for compassion is ‘Dakshinya’. Dakshinya is the energy coming from Dakshina. Dakshina in Sanskrit means South.
While the Sun of Sirius got oriented to the Sun of our Solar system, it can also be said that our Sun got oriented to the Sun of the Sirius. It is like, ‘when I look at you, you also look to me’. If our Sun looks at the Sun of Sirius, that does not help. But, if the Sun of Sirius looks at our Sun, it is a totally different proposition! There is a very big difference. We cannot miss observing it. There was such an occasion brought out by time, and it resulted in the Sun of Sirius system looking at the Sun of our solar system.

The Sirius or the Dog Star, is in the South. “From the South, though Love which is Pure” is an occult statement. This love is purer than the love that is understood by the beings of the planet. It is natural quality of Sirius system that they have compassion. So, when it found someone is in a problem, it decided to descend and help. If we find someone in a problem, we either try to get away or get ourselves also into the problem. That is the normal tendency of a 20th century human being. If one is oriented to the South and if one is oriented to compassion, he is oriented to Sirius, the Dog Star. Such ones are also oriented to the dogs on the planet as well. To such a one, a dog is as good and as dear as any other being. They exhibit some peculiar relationship with dogs. It is an aspect of Sirius.
Consequently, it felt the compassion. This is being observed as more and more love nature developing on the planet now.

The Father, Mother and the Son are an inseparable triangle that always moves together. So, when the Son (Sirius) saw the Sun of our system, he also communicated to the Father and the Mother. The father and mother cannot imagine themselves as diverse, as between them. The son never abandons the father and the mother. The understanding of the family is far higher in their concept. No one abandons the other two! Abandonment is the fashion of the 20th century man.

The beauty of the present time is such that these three systems (the father, mother and the son) have decided to function with the Sun of our solar system. The father is the Great Bear. It is the energy of the first logos or the ‘Will’. Pleiades is the third logos, meaning, ‘Intelligent Activity’. The son, Sirius represents the second ray activity of ‘Love-Wisdom’. They also have their correspondences on the planet. The correspondence for Will on the planet, is Shambala. The correspondence for the second ray Love-wisdom, is the Hierarchy. The correspondence for the Intelligent activity on the planet, are the disciples. Out of compassion, Master Djwhal Khul said, the correspondence
for the intelligent activity on the planet is humanity. But if the whole humanity is conducting the intelligent activity on the planet, then there is no problem at all! The human beings that are conducting the Intelligent activity on the planet, are called disciples. They form the correspondence to the principle of Intelligent activity.

The disciples conduct the work silently without any pomp and show of banners and without any anxiety to be known as a great Avatar. Only after they complete the work and get away, in retrospect people would come to know that such a grand being has come and gone! This is because they do not want people to know who they are. If they know, the people do not allow them to work.

While a Master is at work, he will not allow people to know who He is, except to those disciples who are responsible. The disciples are the silent ones, and have no excitement about the Masters. To a Master, they are the sensible workers. A Master comes to work for us. He does not come to show himself. A showy one, will destroy the work to be done. That is the fundamental understanding of work in the Ashram of a Master. This is seen as the Intelligent activity of the disciples. The disciples know what to do because they are inspired and instructed, and they
quietly conduct the work related to the Grand Triangle namely the Great Bear, the Pleiades, and the Sirius. Each of these three, have their own access to the planet. The Great Bear has its approach via Aries and Libra. The related planet is Mars. Then we have the Pleiades, which has its approach to the Earth via Gemini and Sagittarius. The planet is Mercury. Sirius also has its approach to the planet through Aquarius and Leo. The planet is Sun. Thus, the Great Bear, Pleiades and Sirius have their approach to our planet through these Sun signs. Through the six months of a year, they keep influencing the solar system and this planet.
3. SIRIUS, THE SON ASPECT

We now get a little bit more into the understanding of Sirius. Sirius, the son, represents both the father and the mother as well.

**Scorpio - Sirius**

Locationally, Scorpio is the contact point for Sirius. That is why people born in the month of Scorpio are considered as having possibilities for spiritualization. At the same time, they need not feel proud, because there are other possibilities as well! They have a big program to clear before they can think of Sirius. Remember, an advantage is always coupled with a disadvantage. Unless one gains mastery over one’s body, one is the worst sufferer in Scorpio. One suffers from passion, from pride, from sex and suffers from a kind of complex where everything is disagreeable! But at the same time, a Scorpio has a capacity to vertically rise. It is not a gradual rise, but a vertical rise if one can set aside all other
non-essentials. Such is the locational advantage that the Scorpio has. It does not mean Scorpio is the only one that receives Sirius. As we pass by, we find many occasions to contact the energy of Sirius.

**Sirius and The Fixed Cross**

Scorpio has a contact point to Sirius. There is a triangular activity. Activity through Scorpio is a locational activity. Further, through a trine aspect, Leo has very good aspect with Sirius and hence Scorpio and Leo are complimentary to each other in the higher circles. In the lower circles they are at Squares with each other. Therefore, a Leo cannot accept a Scorpio, and vice versa a Scorpio cannot accept a Leo at the personality and individuality levels. But at the Soul level, they are excellent companions. We see the example of a Leo, Mme. HPB and Col. Olcott, who was a Scorpio. There are many such examples and many such combinations.

Scorpio and Leo belong to the Fixed Cross. When these two have the touch of Sirius, their corresponding signs also get it naturally. Scorpio has its correspondence in Taurus and Leo has its higher correspondence in Aquarius. Thus, the Fixed Cross of Taurus – Scorpio and Leo – Aquarius receives the Sirius energy.
The energy related to these four Sun signs has the capacity to fix it (the energy). They have the capacity to fix the Kingdom of God upon Earth, and into the Earth. That is why these four signs constitute the fixed cross. They fix the energy not only upon Earth, but into the Earth as well! The sign Scorpio can take it into the Earth also. Because, Scorpio lives very deep in the caves and in deep waters. It means the consciousness can reach up to the Base Centre. It is not just up to the Base Centre, but it can even reach into the knees and ankles. Since it has the quality where it can get deeper and reach deeper, the Fixed Cross is chosen to fix the energy of Love coming from Sirius.

There are four different names for the Sun signs of the Fixed Cross. Taurus is called the Light of Aspiration. All the aspirants, get their good energy through Taurus. That is why the Vaishak Full Moon is significant. Taurus offers the Light of Aspiration. When the full moon of Vaisakh is well understood, the aspiration becomes fiery aspiration.

Scorpio is called the Light of Liberation and then Leo is called the Light of the Soul. That is why, we find many lights descending from Leo. Most of the Initiates who are already functioning as Souls, they incarnate through Leo because Leo is the Light of the Soul. Further, to the beings
who have already become the Light of the Soul, it is easier for them to descend through Leo. After Taurus, Scorpio and Leo, Aquarius is the Light of the World. This is the Fixed Cross through which the New Age energy is functioning.

All the four months of the fixed cross, therefore, are very sacred for the disciple. A fresh dosage of the energy of love can be experienced each time, whenever we walk into these months. We walk into these months through the Moon cycles and also the Sun cycles. Every month through Moon, we can experience these four energies. Again, through the Sun, we can experience these energies as Sun transits these four signs of the fixed cross every year.

Dhanishta meditation is given only to enable us to receive the Sirius energies. The constellation of Dhanishta falls in Aquarius. Hence whenever the Moon is in Aquarius, we are given a chance to contact the energies of Sirius. This is how, we understand the locational aspect and the triangular aspect of Sirius.
4. SIRIUS AND REGULUS

There is one more aspect to be seen in Leo with reference to Sirius.

In the constellation Leo, there is the central point or the Sun of Leo. The name of this star is Regulus. The Sun of Sirius, through the Sun of Leo contacts the Sun of our solar system in the month of Leo. It is, therefore, a triple Sun activity happening in the month of Leo. It is not just one Sun. It is like the son, father and the grandfather functioning together. In the month of Leo, we have the benefit of this triple sun functioning, namely, the Sun of our Solar System, the Solar center and his superior (Sun – Regulus – Sirius).

It is therefore very important for us to tune up to this triple Sun energy in the month of Leo. We have to work more and more with the Sun transit of Leo every year. In the distant future, the Leo full moon or Shraavana Purnima is
So, we have the full moon relating to matter in Taurus, followed by the full moon relating to the water in Scorpio. Thereafter, we have the full moon relating to the fire in Leo. A ritual relating to it will be made familiar in the future. After the full moon relating to the fire, we have the full moon relating to the air, in Aquarius. This is how we are taken through the path of ascent through time. That is what is planned by Sirius. We just register them in our being, so that certain new awakenings happen inside.

The Full Moons of the Fixed Cross
The cycles of ascent are the spirals of ascent! The first full moon, which is the full moon of Taurus is the full moon of the Earth. The second is the full moon of Scorpio relating to the waters or the emotions. That is why, the Full moon of Scorpio is well utilized through the conduct of water rituals for twenty-four hours. After Scorpio, when we come to the Leo full moon, we get into fire from water.

So, we have the full moon relating to matter in Taurus, followed by the full moon relating to the water in Scorpio. Thereafter, we have the full moon relating to the fire in Leo. A ritual relating to it will be made familiar in the future. After the full moon relating to the fire, we have the full moon relating to the air, in Aquarius. This is how we are taken through the path of ascent through time. That is what is planned by Sirius. We just register them in our being, so that certain new awakenings happen inside.
Now let us see one more entry of Sirius into our system. It has simultaneous way of functioning. That is why the age is called the age of Simultaneous Existence. In the Aquarian age, simultaneity is its characteristic hallmark.

The cosmic energy of the Sirius enters into our system through Gemini. In the month of Gemini, we have the May call festival on 29th May. Master CVV aptly chose 29th May as the day of Initiation. Gemini full moon is also known as the Full Moon of the Christ. Because Christ represents the second aspect on the planet. The second aspect of the planet is Hierarchy, and the Head of Hierarchy is the Christ. Through Gemini, the cosmic energies are made to enter our system and upon our planet. That is the reason why the full moon of Gemini as well as the 29th May shall have to be specially utilized for invocation of the energies of Sirius.
The Avatar of Synthesis – Love Energy

In the books of Bailey, we frequently read about the Avatar of Synthesis. It is none other than the energy of Love coming from Sirius. Christ is the Grand Master to the humanity. But to the Christ himself, the Sirius energy of Love is a Grand Master! Master Djwhal Khul says – What is Christ to us, is the Avatar of Synthesis to Christ! That is the grand energy which is descending upon us through all the Sun signs. And Master CVV has been a channel to it.

Master CVV – First Medium

Master CVV is the channel that has brought down the energy into the system up to this planet. That is why he calls himself as a Medium. He said, “I am the first medium to the Master”. He did not say, “I am the Master”! That is why if you go to Kumbhakonam and see the list of channels, i.e., the list of mediums, we will find the name of Master CVV as the first name.

When we say, ‘The Master’, we are only referring to the energies of Love coming from Sirius. We are also referring to the first channel who is responsible for the visit of the energies to us. We also have to take note of another triangle. The energies of Sirius, have a trine aspect with Jupiter and Jupiter excels in trine aspects. Master Jupiter on
the planet is the one, whom we know as Master CVV. So, Master Jupiter has become a channel to the energies of Sirius and to distribute to the Fixed Cross, he is born on a full moon of Leo. This is the secret of his birth!

Master CVV has the Sun in Leo and the Moon in Aquarius. It is not by accident. It is according to the plan. The Master Jupiter incarnating himself during the Leo full moon, when Sun was in Leo and with the Moon in Aquarius was adequately prepared when the Sirius energies were presented to the system. He received the energies, and distributed them according to the plan.

Even till date, in his own town, he is not known as a man of any consequence! Till date, the whole thing is hidden. We keep making pilgrimage to that place (Kumbhakonam), because we respect the place where the energy visited the planet.

**Sirius - Saturn**

Being Master Jupiter, Master CVV first introduced the energies of Sirius into Saturn because Saturn needed to evolve! He has also distributed these energies into the Saturnian aspects in us. Saturn stands for limitation and for consolidation. We suffer more from limitation than from consolidation. So, his idea is that we have to be liberated
from limitation. And hence, he first introduced the energies into Saturn of the system and also the Saturn of the human system. So, whoever invokes the sound CVV, he first encounters things that he does not like.

We do not like certain things, but the Master presents only those things! It is not because he wants to tease us, but he wants to teach us – that we should not have limitations. If we have a limitation, we remain small. We cannot have liberation with limitations! The two are incompatible, they do not coexist.

With all our limitations, we want to walk into the ashrams of the Masters. They welcome us, but they cannot welcome our limitations. So, the Master says, please come out of the limitations, and you are welcome into the ashram. But we walk into the ashram of a Master with all our limitations and spoil the atmosphere there. Which is why we are not eligible to enter. We do not know how disturbing we are. Our very presence spreads disturbance! Even before we speak or act, through silence we can spread the confusion and disturbance. That is how we are!

A Master spreads consciousness through silence, whereas we spread confusion through our presence! So, we have to get rid of the limitation. That is why Master CVV
first stimulates the Saturn in us! The person whom we do not like, will just land before us. Likewise, we just land in the place that we do not like! We are dropped into the situations we do not like.. It is only because we need to learn to overcome the limitation. If you do not lose balance in those situations, that itself is liberation.

Just because a disagreeable person is around us, why should we become contracted? That is a limitation, and the Master does not want us to be limited. Essentially, we are unlimited and without boundaries. Consciousness has no boundaries. We have self-imposed boundaries upon us. And hence the first working is with the planet Saturn.

Sirius - Venus
The second working is with the planet Venus. What is mind to us, Venus is, to the solar system. The mind of the solar system functions through Venus, and not through our Moon. Moon can be a mind to this Earth, but to the solar system it is Venus which functions as the mind and is supported by Neptune in a higher aspect.

While he was in his physical body, the Master even rectified Venus. Thus, there is the functioning with Saturn and thereafter with Venus.
Sirius – Sun – Moon

The Sirius energies are also functioning through our Sun and through the Moon. And hence, the movement of the two luminaries of the system should be observed by us. That is where the full moons and the new moons become important to us. They are twenty-four in a year. And then there are twenty-four eleventh moon phases in a year and then there are twenty-four eighth moon phases. These are cycles of the Moon. Then we also have the cycles of the Sun as the Sun passes through all the twelve Sun signs. The day of Sun’s entry into a Sun sign is an important day. So, there are twelve transit points for the Sun which are important. Thereafter, we have the two equinox days, and two solstices which are important.

These are all the wheels within the wheels, and we should try to tune up to them if we wish to be intelligent practitioners of spiritualism. Only the one who knows how to make use of the time, can be fulfilled, and can be successful. The man who does not know the importance of time cannot gain anything in life. On a daily basis, we have the two equinoxes and two solstices happening. They are the dawn, the noon, the dusk and the midnight. It becomes important that on a daily basis we shall have to tune up.
Presently, on this planet and in this solar system we have the third and second rays functioning with greater effectiveness and the first ray is somewhat dormant. The first ray will become active in the next systemic existence. In the present systemic existence, second ray is dominant, and third ray assists it. And hence we have the Pleiades and Sirius dominantly functioning through the planet Venus upon our system. And the first ray of The Great Bear, is just an onlooker or a witnessing entity at the moment. It means that the father is supervising while the mother and the son are functioning. That is how it is at the moment. That is the reason why we have to get familiar with the second and the third ray and much more predominantly the second ray, which is the ray of Synthesis.

The energy of synthesis coming from Sirius functions through the second ray much better and hence
the second ray is the dominant ray on the planet in terms of spirituality. It means that the World Teacher is more active than the World Ruler. The ruler comes when we do not listen to the teacher. The Teacher tries with compassion, the ruler comes with a sword. In a situation where the World Teacher complains from the Himalayas to the Ruler at Shambala, that the situation is hopeless, then the World Ruler comes upon the White Horse to chop off the heads!

The World Teacher, Lord Maitreya who is also called the Christ, has been functioning with a lot of compassion for the last five thousand years. Now he is reinforced by the energy of Sirius and thus, he is encouraged to function. The energy coming from Master CVV is a tremendous reinforcement to the system of Hierarchy. They are now working with renewed joy. It is like, now they inform the ruler to wait a little longer and they say, “Please wait we have some new energy coming we will try to rectify the Humanity”! Had there been no stepping down of Sirius upon our system, perhaps the predictions about total destruction by the end of the 20th century would have come true! Now (as in the year, 1993), the possibilities are far lesser, because of the new energy that has come into the system which is averting the dangerous situation.
The new energy is bringing out a lot of changes on the planet. These changes are for good! Whether we find encouragement or discouragement depends upon our status in life. Those who are holding onto the values all these years, they find the events on the planet encouraging. And those who have been selfish on the planet, will find the next seven years highly discouraging. There are many people and nations who are holding on to values in spite of difficult situations around them. They become the leaders of the next century. And for those who are playing their selfish game for centuries on the planet, to them, the time is going to be discouraging.

*Master CVV and Master Djwhal Khul*

Master CVV distributed the energy at the Consciousness level and Master Djwhal khul is distributing information at the Buddhic plane. The Master who has networked all this wisdom on the planet is Master Djwhal Khul. He made haste to inform the Humanity of all that is happening. What he has informed is really at the Buddhic plane. And hence people with mind cannot get information from what is written by him. Students who read the books from the standpoint of Buddhi, they find much information coming from him about the system. He gave this information for
the aspirants. The disciples know it at the conscious level and they get it at the impressional level itself. Others get it through books. But even if the information is in the books and even if these books are available to us for the last fifty years, it becomes difficult for a reader to connect all this unless one is intuitive enough.

The mystical teachings of Master CVV and then the elaborate teachings at the Buddhic plane by Master Djwhal Khul - they exceedingly and excellently coincide with each other.

It has become possible to give a piece of information about this today! Even for me it is for the first time that I have spoken about this. Please take this information and meditate upon it. Please allow it to soak in your mind. The information needs to be soaked and linked inside and it must be consciously felt.

*May it be so!*
Books & Booklets through the pen of Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar

The following books are available in:
English (E), German (G), Spanish (S), French (F), Hebrew (H), Telugu (T), Hindi (HI) and Kannada (K) languages.
* Booklets

1. Agni................................................................. E/G/S
2. Akashakaya (Etheric Body)................................. K
3. Amanaskudu..................................................... T/K
4. Ambareeshudu.................................................. T
5. Antardarsana Dhyanamulu................................... T/K
6. Anveshakudu..................................................... T
7. Asangudu.......................................................... T
9. Ashram Leaves................................................... E/G/S
10. Aswini Devatalu............................................... T
11. Atma Sadhana Sutramulu.................................... T
12. Bhagavatha Suktamu - 1..................................... T
13. Bhagavatha Suktamu - 2..................................... T
14. Bharateeya Sampradayamu................................. T/K
15. Bheeshma........................................................ T
16. Bhrikta Rahita Taraka Raja Yogamu*.................. T/K
17. Cow.........................................................E/S/T/K
18. Devapi Maharshi Bhodalu..............................T/K
19. Dhanakamuni Katha........................................T
20. Dharmavigrahudu – Sri Ramudu........................T
21. Discipleship..................................................E
22. Doctrine of Eternal Presence..............................E/S
23. Ekadasa Rudrulu.............................................T
24. Encounters Encounters.....................................E
25. Foot Prints on the Path......................................E
26. From Teacher's Pen............................................E
27. Gajendra Moksham............................................T
28. Gayatri Mantra Avagahana..................................T
29. Geetopanishad – Akshara Parabrahma Yogamu.....T
30. Geetopanishad – Bhakti Yogamu........................T
31. Geetopanishad – Dhyana Yogamu.......................T
32. Geetopanishad – Gnana Yogamu........................T
33. Geetopanishad – Karma Yogamu........................T
34. Geetopanishad – Karma Sanyasa Yogamu.............T
35. Geetopanishad – Rajavidhya Rajaguhyam............T
36. Geetopanishad – Sankhya Yogamu......................T
37. Geetopanishad – Vibhuti Yogamu.......................T
38. Geetopanishad – Vignana Yogamu......................T
39. Geetopanishad – Purushottama praptiyogamu.........T
40. Golden Stairs..................................................E/S
41. Good Friday*..............................................E/G/S/F/H
42. Guru Padukastavam..........................................E/K
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Guru Sishya Samvadhamu</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Health and Harmony - I</td>
<td>G/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Health and Harmony - II</td>
<td>G/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Healer's Handbook</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Healing Episodes</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Hercules – The Man and the Symbol</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Himalaya Guru Parampara (The Hierarchy)*</td>
<td>T/K/Hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Indian Tradition*</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Jupiter – The Path of Expansion</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Just Adjust – Yoga of Synthesis*</td>
<td>E/G/S/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Jyotirlinga Yatra</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Jyotisha Vignyanamu</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Katha Deepika</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Kapila &amp; Kardama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>The Quintessence of the Path</td>
<td>E/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Kumara Sambhavam</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Listening to the Invisible Master*</td>
<td>E/G/S/F/H/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Lord Maitreya – The World Teacher*</td>
<td>E/G/S/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Maitreya Maharshi Bhodalu</td>
<td>T/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Mana Master Garu</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Mantram’s – Their Significance and Practice</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Marana Rahasyam - I Markandeya</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Marana Rahasyam - II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Sati Savithri Devi Upakhyanamu</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Marana Rahasyam - III - Nachiketha Vidhya</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Maria Magdalena*</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
67. Marriage – The Sublime Sacrament*.............E/G/S
68. Mars - The Kumara..................................E/G/S
69. Maruvu Maharshi Bhodalu............................T/K
70. Master C.V.V. Janmadina Sandesamu*..........T/K
71. Master C.V.V. – Nuthana Yogamu..............T/K
72. Master C.V.V. – Saturn Regulations..............E
73. Master C.V.V. –
        Yogamu-Karma Rahityamu......................T/K
74. Master C.V.V. – Yogamu............................T/K
75. Master C.V.V.–The Initiator,
        Master E.K.–The Inspiror....................E
76. Master C.V.V. – Maha Mantramulu...............T
78. Master M.N. – The Fiery Flame...............E/G/S
79. Mercury – The Alchemist.........................E/G/S
80. Messages of Master E.K............................E
81. Mithila – A New Age Syllabus...............E/G/S/K
82. Moon – The Key.....................................E/G/S
83. New Age Hospital Management................E/G/S/F
84. Nutrients for Discipleship......................E
85. Occult Healing - 1.................................E/G/S
86. Occult Healing - 2.................................E/G/S
87. Occult Meditations...............................E/G/S
88. OM..................................................T/K
89. On Change*.........................................E/G/S
90. On Love*............................................E/G/S
91. On Service*.................................E/G/S
92. On Silence*.................................E/G/S
94. Prayers......................................E/G/S
95. Pranayamamu*...............................T/K
96. Ramayana Dharmakusumalu -1...........T
97. Rudra........................................E/G/S
98. Rukhmini Kalyanamu......................T
99. Sai Suktulu..................................T/H/K
100. SAM - The sound of Saturn..............E/S
101. Sanganeethi................................T
102. Saraswathi – The Word....................E/G/S
103. Saturn – The Path to Systematised Growth.....E/G/S
104. Shasta, Shambala and Sanat Kumara.......E
105. Shambala....................................T/E
106. Shiridi Sai Sayings........................E/G/S
107. Siva Sankalpamu............................T
108. Sound – The Key and its Application.....E/G/S
109. Spiritual Fusion of East and West*........E
110. Spiritualism, Business and Management* .E/G/S
111. Srimad Ramayana Dharmakusumalu - 1....T
112. Srimad Ramayana Dharmakusumalu -2.....T
113. Sri Dattatreya..............................E/G/S/T/HI
114. Sri Krishna Namamrutham................T
115. Sri Guru Paadukastavamu................T/K
116. Sri Lalitha I................................T
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha II.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha III.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha IV.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha V.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha VI.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha VII.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha VIII.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha IX.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.</td>
<td>Sri Lalitha X.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126.</td>
<td>Sri Sastry Garu.</td>
<td>E/G/S/F/T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127.</td>
<td>Sun - That I Am.</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128.</td>
<td>Swetha Padmamu.</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.</td>
<td>Teachings of Lord Maitreya - I.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.</td>
<td>Teachings of Lord Maitreya - II.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.</td>
<td>Teachings of Lord Sanat Kumara.</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.</td>
<td>Teachings of Master Morya I.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.</td>
<td>Teachings of Master Morya II.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.</td>
<td>Teachings of Master Koot Hoomi I.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.</td>
<td>Teachings of Master Koot Hoomi II.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.</td>
<td>Temple Service.</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.</td>
<td>The Aquarian Cross.</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138.</td>
<td>The Aquarian Master.</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.</td>
<td>The Doctrine of Ethics.</td>
<td>E/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.</td>
<td>The Ethereal Body*.</td>
<td>E/G/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141.</td>
<td>The Masters of Wisdom.</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142.</td>
<td>The Mysteries of Sagittarius.</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
143. The Path of Synthesis*............................... E/S
144. The Seven Waves of Life......................... E/G/S
145. The Splendor of Seven Hills*.............. E/S/T/K/HI
146. The Teacher – Meaning & Significance... E/G/S
147. The Teachings of Kapila....................... E/G
148. The Theosophical Movement.................... E/G/S
149. The White Lotus*................................. E/G/S/K
150. Uranus – The Alchemist of the Age........ E/G/S
151. Varunagraha Prabhavam................. T/K
152. Venus – The Path to Immortality.......... E/G/S
153. Violet Flame Invocations..................... E/G/S
154. Vishnu Suktam................................. E/G/S
155. Vrutrasura Rahasyam......................... T
156. Wisdom Buds.................................. E/S
157. Wisdom of Nakshatras......................... E
158. Wisdom Teachings of Vidura............ E/G/S
159. Yama Geetha.................................. T

**Other books by Dhanishta**
160. Puranapurushuni Pooja Vidhanam......... T
161. Sadguru Nithya Puja Vidhanamu......... T
162. Sarannavaratni Pooja Vidhanamu........ T/K
163. Shodosopachara Pooja – Avagahana.... T
164. Soukumarya Satakam........................ T
165. Sri Aanjaneya Poojavidhanam*........... T
166. Sri Dattatreya Poojavidhanam*........... T
167. Sri Hanuman Chalisa........................ T
168. Sri Krishna Namamrutham ........................... T
169. Sri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram* ................. T
170. Sri Mahalakshmi Pooja Vidhanamumu ............. T
171. Sri Rama Poojavidhanamumu* .................... T
172. Sri Saraswathi Pooja Vidhanamumu ................. T
173. Sri Siva Hridayamumu ............................... T
174. Sri Shiva Pooja* ...................................... T
175. Sri Subrahmanyaswamy Pooja Vidhanam* .... T
176. Sri Surya Pooja Vidhanamumu ....................... T
177. Sri Venkateswara Pooja Vidhanamumu .......... T
178. Sri Vinayaka Vratakalpamu ............................ T
179. Sri Vishnu Sahasranamamumu* ................... T
180. Sri Yoga Ganapati Pooja Vidhanamumu .......... T
181. Steps of Silence ........................................ E

A compilation of articles about Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar

Books based on the teachings coming from
Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar:

182. Aries ............................................................ E
183. An Insight into the World Teacher Trust ...... E
184. Eight Steps of Meditation
    - Through the Key of Time .......................... E
185. Hanuman - An Introduction ......................... E
186. Jagadguru Peetamu Aasayamulu ................ T/K
187. Lectures on Secret Doctrine - I .................. E
188. Lectures on Secret Doctrine - II ................. E
189. Lectures on Secret Doctrine - III ................. E
190. Dwelling and the Indweller .................. E
191. Life and Teachings of Master Jupiter .......... E
192. Master CSG ........................................ E
193. Master C.V.V. – May Call! .................. E/G/S
194. Master C.V.V. – May Call! II .............. E/S
195. Master C.V.V. – Yoga Moolasutramulu ... T/K
196. Master C.V.V. -
   Yoga and Aphorisms to Disciples .......... E
197. Master K.P.K. – An Expression of Synthesis .. E
   A short biography written by Sabine Anliker
198. Meditation and Gayatri ................... S
199. Sankhya ........................................ S
199. Spirituality in Daily Life ................ S
200. Sri Suktam .......................... E
201. Thus Spake Master C.V.V. ................. E
202. The Masters of Wisdom ..................... S
203. Upanayanam ............................... E
204. Wisdom of The Nodes ....................... E
205. Working with The Full Moon
   & The New Moon .............................. E
The Avatar of Synthesis is none other than the energy of Love coming from Sirius. Christ is the Grand Master, to the humanity. But to the Christ himself, the Sirius energy of Love is a Grand Master!

Master Djwhal Khul says – What the Christ is to us, the Avatar of Synthesis is, to the Christ! That is the grand energy which is descending upon us through all the Sun signs. And Master CVV has been a channel to it.

When we say, ‘The Master’, we are referring to the energies of Love coming from Sirius. We are also referring to the first channel who is responsible for the visit of the energies to us!

Dhanishta